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“With a diverse mix of record-breaking musical juggernauts, franchisedriven success stories and beloved family entertainment, 2018 was a
year that saw the video category grow by 10% year-on-year to reach
a total value of £2.34 billion*.
Driven by a broad slate of diverse content, as well as by encouraging
growth in digital transaction and the continued performance of
premium physical formats, that value is one earned amid a climate
of consolidation, a not inconsiderable degree of uncertainty and the
continued evolution of both the category and the consumer it continues
to engage with.
And the category does continue to engage. Across the spectrum,
consumers are faced with more choice than ever before, both in terms
of what they consume and also how they choose to do so. Their
response to those choices inform our strategies and shape the category
as a whole but it is clear from the data on show [in this document]
that there isn’t and nor should there be a one-size-fits-all approach to
our audiences; last year physical formats still accounted for more than
half of transactional spend at the same time as digital film transaction
spiked sharply, up 36% on the previous year.
Reflecting that, BASE fielded an incredibly robust set of targets in
2018, setting an agenda appreciative of and adaptable to change
and proving itself to be vital in the delivery of measurable results across
an array of business critical projects. Across its insights, marketing and
communications and its educational remits, and working with partner
organisations here in the UK and across Europe, the organisation has
ably epitomised what is needed from a trade body in a landscape
replete with challenges and opportunities. In line with its members’
ambitions, it has delivered campaigns to drive both digital and physical
sectors and is arguably more relevant than ever as we collectively face
into what the future looks certain to bring: more change.”
Robert Price
Chairman, BASE
Managing Director, Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment UK
*Based on figures provided by the Official Charts Company, Futuresource Consulting and
IHS Markit
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C ONTEN T TH AT L E D TH E WAY
In a year where family titles and franchises dominated,
two show-stopping musicals topped the charts.
The runaway success story of the year belonged to
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, with original
musical The Greatest Showman. Following its digital
release in April, the title didn’t drop lower than fifth place
in the combined format chart throughout the rest of 2018,
selling 2.69 million copies across physical and digital.
Musicals truly made their mark in 2018, with Universal
Pictures Home Entertainment’s Mamma Mia! Here We
Go Again coming in at second place in the combined
format chart (including box sets). The remainder of the
top five was made up of franchise favourites, including
Disney’s Avengers: Infinity War and Star Wars:
The Last Jedi and StudioCanal’s Paddington 2,
with all of the top five titles surpassing one million copies
sold across physical and digital formats combined for
the second year running. From these sales, an average
of 23% was generated by digital platforms, a notable
increase on the performance of the top five titles in 2017,
where digital only accounted for 17% of sales.

4

2018 also proved to be a fantastic year for family film
titles, as Paddington 2 was joined in the top 10 by
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment’s Peter Rabbit, and
Disney saw super sales for Incredibles 2.
Outside of film, top-performing TV titles included Game
of Thrones Season 7, Peaky Blinders Season 4
and The Crown Season 2; music was dominated
by JoJo Siwa’s My World and Cliff Richard’s 60th
Anniversary Concert; sports and fitness saw Davina:
Toned in 10 top the chart, and Kevin Bridges:
The Brand New Tour – Live saw off all competition in
the special interest category.
Abbey Home Entertainment and Eagle Rock both rose
two places in the disc volume rankings, at 18th and 19th
respectively, with titles The Beatrix Potter Collection
and Steven Wilson’s Home Invasion: In Concert at
the Royal Albert Hall helping independent distributors
to a smaller drop in annual sales of 16%, as opposed to
the 21% decline seen across the industry. Bucking the trend
of the decline in consumer spend, Manga Entertainment
and Fremantle Media saw a format-level increase in
Blu-ray spend by 2% and 16% respectively year-on-year.
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M A R K E T S H A R E – DI S TR I BU TI ON
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Universal Pictures Home Entertainment continued
their reign with the largest volume and value share in the
market, taking the top spot for consumer spend across disc
with an 18.4% share. As the largest disc distributor for 23
weeks of the year, and never below third place, Universal
was the leading distributor for physical volume sales, ending
the year with 20% of the market. Driven by a broad slate
of content across Paramount Pictures, DreamWorks
Animation and Universal Pictures, including Mission:
Impossible - Fallout, The Boss Baby and Mamma Mia! Here
We Go Again, their success was not solely driven by these
select high-fliers, but by taking a total of 26 spots within the
top 100 bestsellers of the year.
Within the Blu-ray format, Walt Disney Studios lead the
way in 2018 and for the first time in the format’s 11-year
history. 2018 is the third consecutive year where a different
distributor took the lead, following Twentieth Century
Fox Home Entertainment in 2016 and Warner Bros.
Home Entertainment Group in 2017. With a value
share of over 26%, this is also the largest share taken
by the leading distributor in the Blu-ray format’s history.
Manga Entertainment also saw a year-on-year increase
in consumer spend across Blu-ray, retaining its ninth place
ranking thanks to the release of Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone
Complex Complete Series Collection, which represented 8%
of the distributor’s annual Blu-ray sales value.
For a second year, the leading EST label was Universal
Pictures, with a 16.8% share as published by the Official
Charts Company.
Universal Pictures Home Entertainment was also
the largest distributor for combined physical and digital
performance when viewed at ‘label’ level, with a 14.3%
share, and the only distributor to see over 10 million
transactions. Combined physical and digital performance
also saw the Marvel label jump up to 6th place, from 11th
in 2017, thanks to four film releases during the year with a
combined box office over £170 million.

LM2_BASE.indd 1
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RETAILER VALUE
2018
(VALUE)
RETAILERMARKET
VALUE SHARE
MARKET
SHARE
2018 (VALUE)
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YoY

23.9%
YoY

With the retail market representing 83% of all transactional
spend, knowing where consumers purchase and understanding
digital platform and physical retail performance is crucial.
During 2018, 29% of the adult population purchased some
form of home entertainment content, with an average of 6.2
copies purchased per shopper.
Almost half of all spend on physical content is generated by
Amazon and HMV (including HMV Online), the former
seeing a small dip down to 24% share, whilst HMV represents
over 25% of consumer spend for a second year running
(based on Kantar Worldpanel data for the 52 w/e period
to 13th January 2019). With the largest market gain of all
leading retailers at 1.9 percentage points, HMV’s growth is
driven by Blu-ray, which saw an increase of three percentage
points to represent 29% of sales at the specialist retailer.

13.9%
YoY

10.7%
YoY

9.3%
YoY

5.2%

Three out of the four top grocers (Sainsbury’s, Asda and
Morrisons) enjoyed growth in their market share year-onyear. Sainsbury’s growth was driven by gains across the
DVD format, with DVD share up to 12% from 10.7% in 2017,
resulting in the largest increase of all the Grocers, gaining
ground on Tesco who currently lead with a 14.9% share.

YoY

2.9%
YoY

2.4%

eBay.com has seen considerable growth in the Blu-ray
market, despite the retailer currently representing just 3% of
the Blu-ray consumer spend; this is double the share achieved
two years ago.

YoY

CONSUMER
MARKET SHARE
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MARKET SHARE

MARKET SHARE

2017

2018

26.1%

M A R K E T S H A R E – R E TA I L

29.1%
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MARKET SHARE

MARKET SHARE

2017
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26.1%

Whilst Sky Store sustains its leading position across digital
retail with a 42% share, five of the over-the-top (OTT) platforms
saw significant market share growth in 2018. The largest
gains were generated by Amazon Instant Video, up
3.1 percentage points to hold a 17.6% share, and Google
Play Store, up 2.1 percentage points to a 7.1% share. After
seeing a decline in 2017, iTunes also increased its share
in 2018 by 1.3 percentage points, now holding a 28.1%
market share.

29.1%

ELECTRONIC SELL-THROUGH

ELECTRONIC SELL-THROUGH
VALUE MARKET SHARE
MARKET SHARE (VALUE)

When considering digital platforms at a volume level Sky
Store and iTunes still lead the way, however their combined
value share of 70% drops down to just below 60%. A lion
share of the difference goes to Amazon Instant Video
who account for a quarter of all EST transactions. Google
Play and Rakuten TV also see a higher volume share than
value share and these three platforms combined have seen
volume share grow to near 37%, up from the 29% share they
held in 2017. This growth is driven by variation in product
mix and a lower average selling price compared to that of
Sky Store and iTunes.
With an increasing number of digital services offering SD, HD
and UHD content on a myriad of devices including smart TVs,
tablets, smartphones and computers, performance share will
continue to see significant fluctuations over the next few years.

42.0%
49.9%
28.1%
26.8%
17.6%
14.5%
7.1%
5.0%
1.8%
0.2%
0.9%
0.1%
2017-2018
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MARKET SHARE –
R E NTA L & S U BS CR I PTI O N
Easy access to an increasingly broad range of living room
devices has driven consumers to embrace a variety of different
content delivery services to access home entertainment
in 2018. Subscription now accounts for over half of home
entertainment spend, with 17.7 million consumers subscribed
to at least one service (including free trials), whilst 16.4 million
shoppers transact across rental and ownership.

PAY
SHARE(VALUE)
(VALUE)
PAYTVTVVoD
VoDMARKET
MARKET SHARE
86.7%

With a combined market size of £1.47 billion, subscription
has grown to represent an 88% share, whilst Transactional
Video on Demand (TVoD) accounts for 10% (the remaining
2% coming from physical rental).

PAY TV VoD MARKET SHARE (VALUE)
86.7%

The pool of traditional physical rental customers is now made
up of just 500,000 people, half the figure seen in 2017,
although spend has dropped by just 22%. This decline is
largely due to the decrease of online disc rental, although
there are still almost 300,000 consumers using services
such as Cinema Paradiso. In 2018, online disc rental
accounted for 78% of the £30 million disc rental market,
while physical independent rentailers and services such as
local libraries doubled their share of the market at 10% and
8.5% respectively.

10.2%
10.2%

iVoD VALUE MARKET SHARE (%)

.4

iVoD
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SUBSCRIPTION BREAKDOWN 2017-2018

%
%

23.1%
10.7%

13.4%
13.8%
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SUBSCRIPTION
BREAKDOWN 2017-2018

11.0

2018

13.0

2018

17.7

In 2018 the TVoD market saw growth of 2.9%, up to a total
consumer spend of £148 million, largely driven by the iVoD
market which increased by 22% year-on-year. Worth £80
million in 2018, Pay TV VoD remains the larger of the two
VoD markets despite a year-on-year decline of 9%, feeling
the influence of the growth of subscription services across
Pay TV providers and the increasing choice of EST platforms
accessible from consumers’ smart TVs.
Across TVoD platforms, Sky Store leads with a 62% share of
spend, followed by Amazon Instant Video with 11.5%.
Rakuten TV saw the largest growth year-on-year, with their

PAY TV VoD MARKET SHAR
86.7%

10.2%

now represent over 55% of the total home
TVservices
VoD MARKET
SHARE (VALUE)
entertainment market.

iVoD
In 2018 86.7%
over 17 million consumers
hadVALUE
access MARKET
to an
SVoD service, with over 31.4
15 million directly paying for
29.7
at least one service. The number of SVoD subscribers
with complimentary access via another subscription
saw the largest jump year-on-year, with more than
10.2%
21.8
5.5 million consumers now accessing services such as
Netflix through packages from Sky Q, BT TV17.7
and
16.1
Virgin Media.
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Black Panther

Thor: Ragnarok
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Thor: Ragnarok

Deadpool 2

7

Paddington 2

Avengers: Infinity War

8

Dunkirk

Ready Player One

9

Darkest Hour

Murder On The Orient Express
Three Billboards Outside
Ebbing Missouri
63.5%

63.5%
75.5%

2017

2018

23.1%
10.7%

3.3

2018

Black Panther

2018

Kingsman: The Golden Circle

2017

Jumanji: Welcome To The Jungle
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2018

Paddington 2

It (2017)

2017

Jumanji: Welcome To The Jungle
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11.0 BREAKDOWN
SUBSCRIPTION BREAKDOWN
2017-2018
SUBSCRIPTION

2018

2

2017

The Greatest Showman

2017

The Greatest Showman

Key: Title was also a Top 15 EST title

2018

16.1
13.0

1

10 Deadpool 2

23

13.0

Among subscribers that hold a subscription in their name,
penetration by service is tracking Netflix at 15.1%
(7.4 million subscribers), Amazon Prime at 14.1%, and
the third largest SVoD service
Now TV at 4.3%, based
23.1
on 21.8
the four weekend period (to 13th Jan 2019) from
Kantar Worldpanel.
17.7

i VoD

2018

P ay T V Vo D

iVoD VALUE MARKET SHARE (%)
2017

Content that excels on digital Video on Demand platforms
does not always align with best-selling titles across EST,
31.4
with eight of the titles represented in the top 10 Pay TV VoD29.7
and iVoD charts sitting outside the top 15 EST titles of 2018,
indicating the importance of specific targeting to different
customer groups.

SH

2018

Sky Store and iTunes iVoD market shares shifted
significantly in 2018, Sky’s growth primarily driven by an
increase in shoppers transacting across both the Electronic
Programme Guide (EPG) and via its website.

2017

iVoD market share increasing to 11%, up from the 3% tracked
PAY
by Kantar Worldpanel in 2017. This growth has resulted in
Rakuten moving within a two percentage point share of
the TVoD market, behind iTunes, Google Play Store and
Virgin Media.

PAID
FREE WITH OTHER SUBSCRIP
SUBSCRIPTION BREAKDOWN 2017-2018

75.5%

Subscription services continue to see the most growth in
spend, up 31% year-on-year and now worth over £1.29
billion, based on data from Futuresource Consulting. Holding
PAID
the majority of category spend for the first time, subscription

23.1%
10.7%

13.4%
13.8%

FREE WITH OTHER SUBSCRIPTION

FREE TRIAL
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Time to give
consumer
insights the
starring role
Consumer behaviour is changing fast. To give your
best performance, it’s important to have the latest
shopper and consumer behaviour at your fingertips.
That’s where Kantar Worldpanel, the global expert in
shoppers’ behaviour, can help.

For more information, speak to James Brown
in Kantar Worldpanel’s Entertainment Team
T: +44 (0)20 8967 1686
E: james.brown@kantarworldpanel.com
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Inspiring successful decisions

O W N E RSHIP
Transactional spend continues to be worth over £1 billion,
and ownership remains a significant contributor to the
market’s success, accounting for an 83% share, to a value
of £869 million in 2018. DVD remains the leading format
for ownership with a 54% share of spend and in excess of
54 million copies sold in 2018.
Electronic Sell-Through (EST) has seen 19% growth year-on-year
with a value of £252 million, a larger spend than seen at the
peak of Blu-ray sales in 2013, and within transactional spend for
ownership EST now accounts for 29%, up from 22% in 2017. Film
EST transactions tracked by the Official Charts Company saw the
second half of the year grow by 44% against the same period in
2017, and a total of 36.7% growth across the whole year, with
the market achieving a total of just under 20 million transactions.
Thanks to the increase in average selling price for the format, over
£14 for the first time in seven years, Blu-ray retains a 17% share
of spend. The HD format was further boosted by the performance
of 4K UHD, which grew to represent a 13% share of all Blu-ray
spend across 2018.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ti t le
Avengers: Infinity War
Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Blade Runner 2049
Deadpool 2
Thor: Ragnarok
The Greatest Showman
Solo: A Star Wars Story
Black Panther
Ready Player One
Mission: Impossible - Fallout

TO P 1 0 4 K U H D
Di s tr i b utor
Walt Disney Studios
Walt Disney Studios
Sony Pictures
20th Century Fox
Walt Disney Studios
20th Century Fox
Walt Disney Studios
Walt Disney Studios
Warner Home Video
Universal Pictures

Shoppers decided what to buy before hitting the shops in
2018, with planned purchasing spend up across all the main
entertainment categories. Children’s non-theatrical content saw
the largest swing, up near 17 percentage points, seeing over half
the value in this sector attributed to planned purchasing for the first
time. More detail around planned and impulse purchasing can be
found in the ‘Consumer Trends’ section.

VALUE
SHARE
OWNERSHIP
VALUE
SHARE OF
OF OWNERSHIP
VALUE SHARE OF OWNERSHIP

PLANNED OR BROWSED / IMPULSE

PLANNED
OR BROWSED / IMPULSE
PLANNED OR BROWSED / IMPULSE
BROWSED / IMPULSE

33.8%

BROWSED / IMPULSE

FILM

FILM
YoY

33.8%

YoY

PLANNED
PLANNED

66.2%
66.2%
BROWSED
BROWSED//IMPULSE
IMPULSE

+9.5%
+9.5%
TVTV

18.9%
18.9%
PLANNED
PLANNED

81.1%
81.1%

YoY YoY

+6.3%
+6.3%

CHILDREN'S NON-THEATRICAL

CHILDREN'S NON-THEATRICAL
BROWSED / IMPULSE

BROWSED / IMPULSE

42.2%

42.2%
PLANNED

57.8%

PLANNED

57.8%

YoY

YoY

+16.8%

+16.8%
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PR O DU CT A GE – NE W R E L E A SE
PRODUCT NEW
BROWSED / IMPULSE

DVD

32.1%

YoY

PLANNED

+2.7%

67.9%
BROWSED / IMPULSE

BLU-RAY

16.7%

YoY

PLANNED

+5.8%

83.3%
BROWSED / IMPULSE

17.5%

EST

Whilst the physical new release market ended the year down
18% at a value of £283 million, the landscape is always
coloured by the available slate, which is in turn impacted
by box office performance, and the prevalence of returning
franchises and TV series. At the six month mark in 2018 there
was a more comparable slate year-on-year, and consequently
performance was down just 11% (versus total market at
-12%). The full year decline impacted the share of consumer
spend on new release disc, dipping slightly year-on-year, to
45.8%, due to the larger drop versus that seen for catalogue.
Over 2,300 unique new titles came to market during 2018,
with film representing 47% of these titles whilst generating
84% of spend. Thanks to The Greatest Showman and
Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again, musicals were the
most successful genre year-on-year, with the highest level of
new release spend since the release of Mamma Mia! in
2008. Out of the three largest entertainment categories (Film,
Children’s and TV), TV had the smallest decline in number of
titles released, but conversely saw the biggest drop in value.

NUMBER OF UNIQUE NEW TITLES OUT IN 2018 (DISC)
1200
YoY

1000
800

PLANNED

82.5%

600

+13.8%

400
200
0

FILM

CHILDRENS
NON-THEATRICAL

TV

OTHER

4K UHD

With audiences embracing premium disc formats, 4K UHD
saw a further 142 titles come to the market throughout the
year, with catalogue titles representing almost 60% of that
figure. These new catalogue titles contributed 18.5% of value
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of the 4K UHD format, with new release titles delivering 57%
of sales during the year (remaining percentage sales driven
by titles already in the market).
For the first time in four years, the average selling price for
new release titles rose by 1.7% year-on-year, largely driven
by Blu-ray which increased by 3%, alongside a £0.01
average price increase on DVD. The three main entertainment
categories all saw their average selling price increase yearon-year; TV increased by 4% counteracting the 4.8% decline
seen in 2017, whilst film rose by almost 3% to £11.09, the
first time the average selling price for film has topped £11 in
over five years.
The top 10 TV titles represented over 30% of TV sales volume for
another year, with UK based TV content driving performance;
seven of the top 10 TV titles were filmed in the UK.
Ti t l e

Di s tr i b utor

I ndex*

1

The Crown: Season Two

Sony Pictures

100%

2

Mrs Brown’s Boys:
Christmas Surprises

Universal Pictures

70%

3

Peaky Blinders: Series 4

BBC Studios

62%

4

Game Of Thrones:
Complete 7th Season

Warner Home Video

61%

5

Dynasties

BBC Studios

51%

6

The Walking Dead:
Complete 8th Season

20th Century Fox

45%

7

Strictly Come Dancing:
Bruno’s Bellissimo

BBC Studios

40%

8

Outlander: Complete Season 3

Sony Pictures

34%

9

The Bodyguard

ITV Studios

30%

Peter Kay’s Car Share:
The Complete Collection

BBC Studios

27%

10

* Units Sold Compared to No. 1 Title
Box Set sales are included where released day and date with main title release.
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PR O DU CT A GE – CATA L O GU E
With a strong start to the year, the overall catalogue market
saw a decrease of 13.8% in the first six months of 2018, and
ended the year down by 15.7% with a total value of £334
million. Within this, the Blu-ray format proved robust, with a
decrease of just 3.7% over the year.

PRODUCT CATALOGUE
BROWSED / IMPULSE

DVD

36.8%

YoY

PLANNED

+10.1%

63.2%
BROWSED / IMPULSE

BLU-RAY

22%

YoY

PLANNED

+13.9%

78%
BROWSED / IMPULSE

23.8%
PLANNED

76.2%
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EST
YoY

+15.1%

However, across the physical disc market, catalogue increased
its share in 2018 by 0.8%, now representing up to 54.2% of
consumer spend, while volume share is at 62.2%.
Content under one year old performed best across all formats,
with a decline of just 11.5%, representing 30% of total
catalogue spend. Catalogue film content, including animated
features, shrank by 10.6% year-on-year, and proved to be
more reliant on content under one year old, which represented
a 34% share of film catalogue spend.
Franchise performance remained central to the catalogue
market, with over 48% of film disc spend attributed to
franchise content, worth £100 million in 2018. The two top
franchises, Harry Potter and Star Wars, have led the way
for the past three years, with Harry Potter reclaiming the
top spot in 2018 thanks to the performance of the Complete
Collection. With disc and digital combined, the Star Wars
franchise leads the way on volume, followed by Dr Seuss,
which was boosted by drafting around the theatrical release of
The Grinch (2018) in November, the live-action adaptation
from 2000 seeing higher catalogue sales on digital than disc.
Drafting around cinema releases had a measurable
influence on a number of franchises in 2018, with Superhero
franchises enjoying the most significant uptick in spend. Walt
Disney Studios’ Marvel Cinematic Universe saw four new
theatrical releases in 2018, which propelled Thor and The
Avengers franchises up the charts to fourth and sixth place

from their 2017 positions of 48th and 70th respectively.
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment also reaped the
benefits of drafting, with franchises including Spider-Man
and Jumanji both moving into the top 10 for the year.
Non-film franchises also saw an increase in spend thanks to
drafting around film content. Distributors of Beatrix Potter
and Peter Rabbit non-film content, including Abbey Home
Media, saw the combined performance of both franchises
grow by 79% aided by the success of Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment’s Peter Rabbit film.
A year-on-year increase in average selling price was seen
by almost every genre, with the average price for catalogue
disc now above £8.00. The largest net increase was seen
across TV catalogue content, the average price up £1.12
from 2017 to an average of £15.97, while the largest yearon-year percentage increase was from film content, up 14%
and above £7.00 for the first time since value tracking began
in 2007.

1

F r a n c h is e *

Di s tr i b utor

Harry Potter

Warner Home Video

2

Star Wars

Walt Disney Studios

3

Guardians Of The Galaxy

Walt Disney Studios

4

Thor

Walt Disney Studios
Elevation Sales

5

Paddington Bear

6

The Avengers

Walt Disney Studios

7

Spider-Man

Sony Pictures

8

X-Men

20th Century Fox

9

Jurassic Park

10 Jumanji

Universal Pictures
Sony Pictures

* As classified by the Official Charts Company
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RENTAL

47.0%

8.6%

25.0%

19.3%

C ON S U M E R TR E NDS
Over 16.4 million people bought or rented home entertainment content in 2018, with 17% doing both at least once throughout the year.
After an increase in 2017, the average spend per shopper on owned content dropped by £3.45 to £54.37 in 2018. Within this figure, however,
the average spend for EST rose by more than £5.00, now at £45.06 per shopper.

DISC PURCHASE

DISC RENTAL

EST

TVoD

Blu-ray and EST saw the average number of units purchased increase year-on-year, with Blu-ray customers purchasing five or more discs rising from 12%
to 13%, whilst EST customers purchasing five or more titles increased from 20% to more than 23%. The importance of these core shoppers is evident
when considering share of spend; with Blu-ray buyers (360,000 shoppers) accounting for a 55% share of spend, and EST buyers purchasing five
or more pieces of content drive a 72% share of EST spend.

2018
CONSUMERTRANSACTIONS
VOLUME
PURCHASE
INTENT
TRANSACTIONS 2018

16.4M PERSONALORUSE
PEOPLE
46.0% DVD

FAMILY>USE
2.7M

PEOPLE
DVD 54.0%
DID BOTH BOUGHT & RENTED

BOUGHT OR RENTED

54.9% BLU-RAY

BLU-RAY 45.1%

15.4M

5M PEOPLE BUY
4.6M PEOPLE RENT

DIGITAL

PEOPLE

48.0% EST

EST 52.0%

SUBSCRIPTION

Planned purchase behaviour for disc has increased further, from 53% in 2017, to 61% in 2018. When viewed at format level planned purchases
for Blu-ray are more significant representing 76%, which matches the share seen for EST content. TVoD saw the largest year-on-year increase in sales
attributed to a planned transaction, up to 71% from
52% in 2017. These increases would indicate that subscription and catch-up services continue to
TVoDCONSUMER BUYING 5 OR MORE COPIES TVoD 61.6%
fill the gap for impulse content38.4%
consumption.
Looking more closely at the shifts in disc purchasing, in-store measurements show impulse buying is down 10 percentage points year-on-year, with
catalogue content most affected across ‘Film, TV and Total Kids’. Although these areas have seen the largest decline, browsed and impulse buying is
still key to their performance, with unplanned purchases accounting for 58% of all film catalogue volume sales, underlining the importance of in-store
space for consumers to browse a broad variety of content.
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EST

BLU-RAY

DVD

22.5

69.2

12.8

VALUE SHARE
OFOFFORMAT
SPEND
VALUE SHARE
FORMAT SPEND
BY AGE BY AGE
16-34 22.5%
35-54 40.1%
55+ 37.4%

16-34 31.0%
35-54 47.4%
55.4
55+ 21.6%

23.4
71.6

BUYER %
SPEND %
BUYER %

16-34 34.1%
35-54
48.1%
SPEND
%
55+ 17.8%

BUYER %
SPEND %

15.4M

5M PEOPLE BUY
4.6M PEOPLE RENT

PEOPLE
SUBSCRIPTION

DIGITAL

Looking at purchase intent for either personal or family use, watching
content via digital platforms continues to be viewed as a family activity,
with 52% of shoppers buying EST content for family use, increasing
to 62% for TVoD content. For physical content, both DVD and Blu-ray
see a share increase across purchases for personal use, with both
formats up two percentage points year-on-year.

CONSUMERCONSUMER
BUYING
OR
COPIES
BUYING5
5 OR
MOREMORE
COPIES

EST

BLU-RAY

DVD

22.5

BUYER %
SPEND %

69.2
12.8

BUYER %
SPEND %

55.4

CONSUMER SHARE OF SPEND

23.4

BUYER %
SPEND %

71.6

56.1%

6.3% 17.6%

20.0%

CONSUMER SHARE OF SPEND

CONSUMER SHARE OF SPEND
56.1%

6.3% 17.6%

DISC PURCHASE

47.0%

DISC PURCHASE

47.0%

DISC PURCHASE
DISC PURCHASE

DISC
RENTAL

8.6%

DISC
RENTAL

8.6%

EST

25.0%
EST

25.0%

DISC RENTAL
DISC RENTAL

20.0%

TVoD
TVoD

19.3%

19.3%

EST
EST

TVoD
TVoD

CONSUMER VOLUME PURCHASE INTENT

CONSUMER
VOLUME
PURCHASE
INTENT
CONSUMER
VOLUME PURCHASE
INTENT
PERSONAL USE

PERSONAL USE
46.0%
DVDDVD
46.0%
BLU-RAY
54.9%54.9%
BLU-RAY
48.0% EST

48.0% EST

38.4% TVoD

38.4% TVoD

FAMILY USE

FAMILY USE

54.0%
DVDDVD
54.0%
BLU-RAY 45.1%

BLU-RAY 45.1%

EST 52.0%

EST 52.0%

TVoD 61.6%

TVoD 61.6%

VALUE SHARE OF FORMAT SPEND BY AGE
When considering
the transactional16-34
habits
of men and women,
for the
16-34 22.5%
31.0%
16-34 34.1%
VALUE
SHARE
OFcontent,
FORMAT
SPEND
BY AGE
first time across
transactional
disc represents
less than
35-54
40.1%
35-54 retail
47.4%
35-54 48.1%
37.4%
21.6%
55+ 17.8%
half of content 55+
purchased
by males55+(47%),
as share increases
across
16-34
22.5%
16-34
31.0%
16-34 TVoD
34.1%
EST and TVoD; EST now representing a 25% share of purchases,
35-54 40.1%
35-54 47.4%
35-54 48.1%
accounts for55+
19%37.4%
with the remaining55+9%21.6%
coming from rental55+
disc.17.8%

When also considering gifting, after several years of decline in share of
spend attributed to gifting, 2018 saw this increase to 24.6%, up almost
one percentage point year-on-year. The volume share of purchases,
however, remained static, indicating an increase in the average price
paid by shoppers for content intended as a gift. On a format level,
gifting was driven primarily by DVD content across both new release
and catalogue titles.
During 2018, the share of discs purchased rose for both age groups
(under 35s and 35-54s), demonstrating that despite the disc market
slowing down, all age groups continue to engage with physical
formats. When viewed at channel level, the under 35s favour specialist
and internet retailers, with over 31% of disc spend from this young
demographic attributed to these retailers. Grocers see the strongest
share of spend from the over 55s, with 38%; almost five percentage
points higher than the overall market.
Across disc formats,
the over 55s show their
spending power on
DVD, with a near 37.5%
share of the market,
four percentage points
higher than the overall
market
share
they
represent. The majority
of spend across Blu-ray
and 4K UHD formats
is driven by younger
audiences, with over a
third of sales accounted
for by under 35s. On
4K UHD alone, share
of spend for the under
35s at 34% is nearly
12 percentage points
higher than the share
this age group represent
for DVD spend.

DISC SPEND BY REGION

For the female demographic, disc remains the preferred format,
accounting for 56% of all purchases. TVoD share remains ahead of EST,
at 20% and 17.6% respectively, with the combined share of purchases
across digital platforms growing eight percentage points year-on-year.
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B AS E
I N I T IATIV ES
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT ION OR T O PART ICIPAT E
I N TH E F O L L O WING P ROJ ECT S CONTACT:
GE N E R AL @ BASEORG .UK
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BASE I N 2 0 1 9
Existing solely to champion growth in screen entertainment, BASE continues to deliver an ambitious roster of services and projects devised and
executed in close collaboration with our members and partner organisations.
With a transparent and evidence-based approach driving a range of initiatives, the organisation’s activations have been shown to deliver measurable
benefits, galvanising the conversation against a backdrop of opportunities and challenges caused by the escalating change in consumer behaviours
and matched by oscillation across the industry.
Our member-led approach to energising the market has evolved year-on-year, with 2018 seeing a huge range of co-operation, whether working
directly with colleagues from grocery to invigorate the entertainment aisle or through the development of engaging 4K UHD marketing assets
to drive aspiration around premium formats across packaged media. For transactional digital services, a bold educational media partnership
and a compelling consumer proposition devised to materially grow consumer engagement with EST have all delivered unprecedented levels of
collaboration across distribution and retail.
Importantly, bespoke projects have been underpinned by a comprehensive
approach to media communications, squarely placing the phenomenal
content that drives the category back to the heart of the conversation..
This approach is exemplified by both the media and retail uptake of
regular quarterly trailers and, through partnership with the Official Charts
Company, delivery of the world’s first combined Official Film Chart to a
growing weekly audience.
Facing into 2019, much of our focus will be on evolving these initiatives,
building on the energy and drive seen in the last 12 months while moving
the conversation along and shining a light on new projects to the benefit of
us all. The commitment to physical media will continue to be strengthened,
bolstered by a critical focus on mitigating the category’s environmental
impact. Parallel to that will be the ongoing ambition to bring new and
lapsed consumers to EST. Supply chain and organisational cost efficiencies
will equally remain under the spotlight. Our robust market reporting and
analysis will remain a constant with the promise of expanded category
level data to aid in further, forensic analysis of behavioural opportunities.
At a time when change is as exciting as it is unavoidable, we will continue
to drive debate through our forums and networking opportunities and to
identify, educate and incubate emerging talent through Breakthrough and
across the many member-led working groups.
Liz Bales
Chief Executive, BASE
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M A R K E T DATA
Tailoring the latest category statistics to member’s individual
needs, the Digital Yearbook allows members to build their
own unique digest through an interactive digital platform.
Data is refreshed throughout the year, and is now updated to
show the full year market for 2018.
Video Market Reports are circulated monthly, with the
latest statistics across genres and formats, including a Year
to Date overview.

Monthly Bulletin / Video Market Report
December 2018

Market Summary
Mamma Mia – Here We Go Again
The Grinch
the largest Disc title for
is the largest Digital title.
December.
• Consumers spent £124m on DVD and BD and bought 12.2m discs during
December, whilst downloading 2.6m EST copies.

• Genre performance during December was led by Film which captured 64%
share of spend, significantly above the 51% average from the past two years.
• Mamma Mia – Here We Go Again sells over 1m discs in the final 5 weeks of the
year, an occurrence not seen since 2013.
• The Grinch was one of nine festive films within the top 20 EST positions seeing a
107% YoY uplift in like-for-like comparisons.
• Universal Pictures are the leading distributor across Disc and EST film content,
generating sales over of 4m copies and delivering a market share of 27.6%.

• Walt Disney Studios take near 25% of Blu-ray spend to be the largest distributor
across this format.
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Top 5 Combined

1
2
3
4
5

1.166m copies sold (1.119m
DVD/BD*, 46.5k Digital)
Universal Pictures

484.3k copies sold (397.2k
DVD/BD, 87.1k Digital)
20th Century Fox
388.8k copies sold (300.7k
DVD/BD*, 88.2k Digital)
Walt Disney Studios
354.6k copies sold (294.7k
DVD/BD*, 59.9k Digital)
Universal Pictures and
Paramount
296.9k copies sold (208.2k
DVD/BD, 88.7k Digital)
Warner Home Video

BE SP O KE IN S I G H T S
Commissioned on an ad hoc basis in collaboration with
members, driven by market trends and prevailing market
analysis to identify and evidence market opportunities.

73%
CREATING CONVERSATION IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT WAY TO INFLUENCE
PEOPLE TO MAKE A TRANSACTION, WITH 73% OF THOSE SURVEYED SAYING
THEY’RE INFLUENCED BY FAMILY AND FRIENDS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

Consumer Journey (2018): Category level research was
conducted to provide an evidence-based understanding of
decision-making processes, consumer habits and how these
are formed across physical and digital markets.
Illustrative Findings
• Film transactions are often motivated by shared viewing
occasions such as date night or family movie time, whilst
across TV it is more likely to be motivated by favourite or
must-see content.

ACCESS TO CONTENT SOLELY AVAILABLE TO BUY AND RENT IS
GIVEN AS A LEADING REASON FOR TRANSACTING DIGITALLY (34%)

FILM TRANSACTIONS ARE OFTEN MOTIVATED BY SHARED VIEWING OCCASIONS
SUCH AS DATE NIGHT OR FAMILY MOVIE TIME, WHILST ACROSS TV IT IS
MORE LIKELY TO BE MOTIVATED BY FAVOURITE OR MUST-SEE CONTENT

• Of those who have made a transaction in the last 12
months, 55% agree buying or renting makes an occasion feel
more special than watching TV or using subscription services.
• Creating conversation is the most significant way to
influence people to make a transaction, with 73% of those
surveyed saying they’re influenced by family and friends’
recommendations.

OF THOSE WHO HAVE MADE A TRANSACTION IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS,
55% AGREE BUYING OR RENTING MAKES AN OCCASION FEEL MORE
SPECIAL THAN WATCHING TV OR USING SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

• Access to content solely available to buy and rent is given
as a leading reason for transacting digitally (34%).

73%

The findings covering the drivers and barriers behind
consumers’ evolving transactional habits are utilised to inform
messaging and to drive consumers to change or create new
purchase habits.

CREATING CONVERSATION IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT WAY TO INFLUENCE
PEOPLE TO MAKE A TRANSACTION, WITH 73% OF THOSE SURVEYED SAYING
THEY’RE INFLUENCED BY FAMILY AND FRIENDS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

A further exploration of Occasion Based Viewing is scheduled
for 2019 to better understand current viewing occasions, their
triggers, and the opportunities to create more.

ACCESS TO CONTENT SOLELY AVAILABLE TO BUY AND RENT IS
GIVEN AS A LEADING REASON FOR TRANSACTING DIGITALLY (34%
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FILM TRANSACTIONS ARE OFTEN MOTIVATED BY SHARED VIEWING OCCASION

D R I V I N G I N- S TO R E E NGA GE M E NT
In 2018 physical media accounted for 59% of transactional
spend, and the Project 2020 working group is committed
to developing a program of innovations to ensure the
entertainment aisle is vibrant and relevant for the retail
customer for 2020 and beyond.
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A dedicated team utilises customer insight to evolve bespoke
customer-facing solutions across the grocery category and
supporting cost efficient capital expenditure to invigorate
customer engagement.

DRIVING DIGITAL TRANSACTIONAL
Against the backdrop of low consumer understanding of digital
transaction, a dedicated Download & Keep consumer
education campaign is housed within The Daily Telegraph to
increase awareness of digital ownership.

Targeting lapsed and new home entertainment consumers
with the opportunity to purchase the latest and greatest
films at reduced prices, Mega Movie Week followed
the Telegraph campaign in an unprecedented categorywide initiative to drive consumer trial of digital transaction.
The project saw ten distributors and nine retailers join
together in the boldest activity of its kind worldwide.
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O FFI CI A L FI L M CH A RT
Launched in collaboration with the Official Charts Company,
the Official Film Chart is a weekly content-led show
provoking conversation around Home Entertainment in the
consumer domain.
A world first combining both disc and digital film sales, the
chart is unveiled each Wednesday and includes sneak-peak
footage from upcoming releases.
Debuting exclusively with Yahoo! Movies, the chart
is then syndicated wide to press and has consistent
traction with a growing range of national news, film and
entertainment media.
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Q UART E RLY R EL EAS E T R AI L ER
Showcasing forthcoming Home Entertainment content and
exclusive previews, the Quarterly Trailer is available for
use in retail and as a social asset to generate excitement
around upcoming releases on disc and digital.
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BA S E
CO M M U NI CATI O NS
BASE Communications engage with a broad swathe of
media to sustain and develop the media’s engagement with
the category across a range of business and consumerfacing touchpoints.
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Action for Children, chosen charity partner of BASE,
are celebrating 150 years of changing the lives of
disadvantaged children across the UK

Find out more about how you
can support Action for Children
Molly.Learoyd-Hurst@
actionforchildren.org.uk

Registered charity nos. 1097940/SC038092. Company no. 4764232. AfC 0901.

0901 Base Cateog advert v6.indd 1

11/02/2019 16:04
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4K UH D M A R K E TI NG A S S E TS
An increasing number of consumers now seek a premium home-viewing experience, which is reflected in the continued growth
of 4K UHD, now accounting for 13% of all Blu-ray spend, with over 330 titles available in the format.
To showcase the breadth of available content and extol the benefits of this premium format, educational sizzle reels are available
for use in-store along with Typographs devised for social optimisation.
The initial release was picked up broadly, including on 41,000 screens across 363 Curry’s PC World stores, 75 Richer Sounds
stores and for LG staff training over the Christmas and Q4 period with the Typograph optimised across the industry owned
FindAnyFilm social channels.
Localised versions are available; UHD Partners France rolled out in December and a version has been adapted for wider rollout
with US retailers via the DEGE’s partnership with the UHDA.
All Assets have been produced in association with Blu-ray Disc Association and UHD Alliance and Digital Entertainment Group Europe.
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PROM O T IO N AL PARTNER S H I P S
To engage consumers with new release content, Movie
Weekender ramped up activities in 2018, producing ambitious
PR and marketing activities on a larger scale than ever before,
supported by a media buy across the Bauer network.
Media drops including custom merchandise and curated films
were designed around key calendar events, generating media
coverage with over 70 outlets and a social reach of over
1.2m followers.
Cross-category promotion Must See Movies returned for a
second year, led by the Entertainment Retailers Association. ‘Feel
Good Films’ were the focus, with lead titles from BASE members
available across 13 different retailers for four weeks.
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EN V I R ONM ENTA L PA CK A GI NG
Environmental and packaging credentials continue to increase in importance and relevance for UK businesses.
Working in collaboration with retail partners and colleagues across visual, music and games and joining forces with the Entertainment
Retailers Association, the Environment & Packaging Group has a remit to audit the environmental impact of packaging used across
the category, to identify relevant expertise and to educate and promote best practise across category stakeholders and consumers.
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RE MOV E

RED U CE

REU S E

UND E RSTAND

ED U C AT E

L EA D

B R EAK TH R O U GH GR O U P
The Breakthrough Group works to futureproof the Home Entertainment industry by utilising and empowering up-and-coming talent
from within the category through a range of activities including workshop sessions. Using the collective brainpower of young
members, the strategic vision of the group is to drive diversity of thought, innovation, insights and solutions for the benefit of the
participants, their employers and the category.

DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOP

PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOP

LED BY: BECCA MONAHAN
(HEAD OF SALES - NEW BUSINESS FTC)
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT

LED BY: BEN GRUNBAUM
(HEAD OF MARKETING – HOME ENT.) LIONSGATE
& LISA FROST (MARKETING DIRECTOR CEEMA)
SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT
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BAS E 20 1 8 E V E NTS

2018 INSIGHT FORUM
14TH MARCH

CATEGORY SHOWCASE & INNOVATION FORUM
4TH JULY

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
DAY
C H A M P I O N I NBASE
G T HEDUCATION
E GROWTH O
F S C- R17TH
E E N EMAY
N TERTA I N M EN T
ACROS S D ISC A N D D I G ITA L

CH A M PI O N I N G T H E G ROW T H O F SCREEN EN TERTA I N M EN T
ACROS S D ISC A N D D I G ITA L

BASE AWARDS
7TH JUNE
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THE ACTION FOR CHILDREN ENTERTAINMENT
QUIZ OF THE YEAR - 27TH SEPTEMBER
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F OOT NOT ES & A CK NO W L E DGE M E NTS
Kantar Worldpanel;
The Kantar Worldpanel data is based on the 52 week period
to 13th January 2019, unless stated otherwise.
Market Sales Data;
The overall entertainment content breakdown is in accordance
with data from the Official Charts Company (OCC) for
physical retail and EST* title information, whilst global
information service providers Futuresource Consulting and
IHS Markit have supplied all digital, subscription and rental
disc information. Due to a variety of additional data sources
becoming available, this new publication is not directly
comparable to previous Category Highlights documents.
*For digital performance, due to limited platforms in the
market providing data into the Official Charts Company and
the contracted rule of requirement for a minimum of three
leading platforms, the film EST market saw over 2.9 million
sales during 2018 not assigned to a distributor, just over 15%
of the EST market.
Further statistics and graphical representation of market trends
from the past year can be viewed on the BASE interactive
yearbook: https://baseorg.uk/2018-yearbook/
If you require access please contact general@baseorg.uk
Acknowledgements for use of images;
20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, Abbey Home Media,
BBC Worldwide, Eagle Rock Entertainment Ltd, Entertainment
One, Home Box Office Inc, Lionsgate UK, Manga
Entertainment, Medium Rare/Fremantle, Paramount Pictures,
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, Spirit Entertainment,
StudioCanal, Universal Pictures UK Ltd, The Walt Disney
Company, Warner Bros.
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WITH TH A N KS...

S O U RCES...
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